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Introduction

We all need more gold, right? Most people would agree that more 
gold is better and the sooner we get it, the better too.

The world is headed into difficult times right now. Political and 
economic conditions are erupting everywhere. Gold is a great 
insurance policy. It will help to protect you and your loved ones. 

I have spent more than 45 years finding and producing gold 
using a wide variety of methods and techniques. Some ways have 
worked better than others. A few of my methods have worked out 
spectacularly well.

After all of these years, I have settled on my 9 most favorite and 
successful ways to find and to get gold. Each of these 9 methods 
could become a full-time business for you if you like. Each of 
these 9 ways can allow you to get at least ¼ oz. of gold per day 
once you learn the basics.

I have just published a new, free report that reveals all 9 of my 
favorite methods. Once you read my report, you can determine 
which of these methods might work best for you. Some of my 
methods work well anywhere in the world, even if you don’t live 
near any gold deposits.

I hope you enjoy this report and can take some fast action to help 
bring you more cash and security for the near future.
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Why You Need More Gold 
Right Now…

You don’t have to take my word for it. Just 
read these recent news headlines below 
from major publications…

“A Safe Haven Asset” – Eric Sprott On Why You Should Own 
Gold Now

Michael Ballanger: The INCREDIBLY BULLISH Set-Up For Gold 
May Be THE LAST TIME IN HISTORY

Stewart Thomson: Buckle Up For a Golden Ride

Gold Jumps, Asian Markets Dump as US Carnage Spreads

What A Paper Gold Short Squeeze Looks Like

Gold Shorts Suffer Biggest Squeeze Since 1999 As Specs Abandon 
VIX - Selling Spree

Is Gold Becoming Cool Again?

China’s National Team Rescues Global Stocks As Yuan Tumbles, 
Gold Gains
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Has China Finally Lifted Its Thumb Off Of Gold?

Hungarian Central Bank Stuns, Announces 10-Fold Jump In Gold 
Reserves

Gold Extends Gains as Bonds, Stocks, Dollar Slide

Relative Scarcity Of Physical Gold Prompts Large Drawdowns 
From Funds & ETFs

Last Week Was Just A Taste of The Coming Gold Short Squeeze

FBI Steals Treasure Hunters’ Civil War Gold Worth Up To $250 
Million

Large Decline In The Stock Market Accompanied By A HUGE 
MOVE UP In Gold

Lynette Zang: I AM ALL IN ON GOLD Because IT IS CRYSTAL 
CLEAR: The Reset Is Coming

If Gold & Silver Take Their Ques From Palladium Then Prices 
Can Really Get Moving

John Adams: The RBA Has Confirmed With Me That 99.9% Of 
Australia’s Gold IS NOT In Australia

Brien Lundin: Expect Gold & The Gold Stocks To Move Higher 
While The Stock Market Heads Lower

Michael Ballanger: The Paper Gold Short Squeeze Could Take 
Until February, 2019 To Fully Unwind
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Bix Weir: Silver To Move 50X As Crazy As Gold Until 1 Oz of 
Silver  Equals 1 Oz Of Gold In Price!

Harvey Organ: 389 Tons Of Gold EFPs Transferred From COMEX 
To London In Last 16 Trading Days

The Gold Market Is Turning (We Think)

POWER SHIFT: Russia Sells Off Its US Treasuries As Nations 
Around The World Buy Gold

Fund Manager: The Gold Mining Stocks Have Not Been Cheaper 
In the Last 78 Years

Gold and The Gold Stocks Sentiment Is Finally Shifting

Are Silver & Gold Finally Turning The Corner And Headed 
Higher?

Hmmm: 11 Tons Of Gold Missing From Australia (Plus England 
Denies Australia Access To Its Gold)

Lynette Zang: You Have To Be A Contrarian – They Have 
Reflated Everything EXCEPT Gold & Silver

The Gold Price Steadies and Rises as BIS Gold Market 
Intervention Diminishes

PLEASE NOTE: These are only a few of the many hundreds of 
recent headlines, all saying basically the same thing…

http://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/
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Below, I have taken some excerpts from a very important article 
Jim Rickards wrote recently that was published in the Daily 
Reckoning. It was entitled,

The Coming Gold “Break Out”

“The physical fundamentals are stronger than ever for gold. Russia and 
China continue to be huge buyers. China bans export of its 450 tons per 
year of physical production.

“Gold refiners are working around the clock and cannot meet demand. 
Gold refiners are also having difficulty finding gold to refine as mining 
output, official bullion sales and scrap inflows all remain weak.

“Private bullion continues to migrate from bank vaults at UBS and 
Credit Suisse into nonbank vaults at Brinks and Loomis, thus reducing 
the floating supply available for bank unallocated gold sales.

“In other words, the physical supply situation is tight as a drum.

“The problem, of course, is unlimited selling in “paper” gold markets 
such as the Comex gold futures and similar instruments.

“One of the flash crashes was precipitated by the instantaneous sale of 
gold futures contracts equal in underlying amount to 60 tons of physical 
gold. The largest bullion banks in the world could not source 60 tons of 
physical gold if they had months to do it.

There’s just not that much gold available. But in the paper gold market, 
there’s no limit on size, so anything goes.
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“There’s no sense complaining about this situation. It is what it is, 
and it won’t be broken up anytime soon. The main source of comfort is 
knowing that fundamentals always win in the long run even if there are 
temporary reversals. What you need to do is be patient, stay the course 
and buy strategically when the drawdowns emerge.

“Finally, we have to deal with our friends at the Fed. The strong jobs 
report on Friday, Aug. 4, gave life to the view that the Fed would raise 
interest rates at least one more time this year. Rate hikes make the dollar 
stronger and are a head wind for the dollar price of gold.

“A weak dollar is the Fed’s only chance for more inflation. The way to 
get a weak dollar is to delay rate hikes indefinitely, and that’s what the 
Fed will do.

“And a weak dollar means a higher dollar price for gold.

“Current levels look like the last stop before $1,300 per ounce gold. After 
that, a price surge is likely as buyers jump on the bandwagon, and then 
it’s up, up and away. 

“There’s an old saying that “a picture is worth a thousand words.” This 
chart is a good example of why that’s true:

http://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/
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“Gold analyst Eddie Van Der Walt produced this 10-year chart for the 
dollar price of gold showing that gold prices have been converging into a 
narrow tunnel between two price trends — one trending higher and one 
lower — for the past six years.

“This pattern has been especially pronounced since 2015. You can see 
gold has traded up and down in a range between $1,050 and $1,380 per 
ounce. The upper trend line and the lower trend line converge into a 
funnel.

“Since gold will not remain in that funnel much longer (because it 
converges to a fixed price) gold will likely “break out” to the upside or 
downside, typically with a huge move that disrupts the pattern.

“At the extreme, this could imply a gold price on its way to $1,800 or 
$800 per ounce. Which will it be?

“The evidence overwhelmingly supports the thesis that gold will break 
out to the upside. Central banks are determined to get more inflation 
and will flip to easing policies if that’s what it takes.

“Geopolitical risks are piling up from North Korea, to Syria, to the 
South China Sea and beyond.

“Acute shortages of physical gold have set the stage for a delivery failure 
or a short squeeze.

“Any one of these developments is enough to send gold soaring in 
response to a panic or as part of a flight to quality. The only force that 
could take gold lower is deflation, and that is the one thing central banks 
will never allow. The above chart is one of the most powerful bullish 
indicators I’ve ever seen.

http://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/
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“Get ready for an explosion to the upside in the dollar price of gold. 
Make sure you have your physical gold and gold mining shares before 
the breakout begins.”

I have to agree with Jim Rickards and I think that the price 
of gold is about to explode upward. I think that one of most 
important things you could ever do right now would be to 
acquire (more) gold and silver.

There is only 1 little problem with that.

Gold is very expensive. It would cost well more than $10,000 
just to buy 10 ounces right now. Who has that kind of extra cash 
laying around?

There is a solution!

There are “little-known ways” you can acquire or obtain gold for 
pennies on the dollar.

What are these “little-known secrets?

Some people know about these “little-known ways”, but they 
don’t know the exact steps to take – one by one - in order to 
successfully get the gold, every single time they try.

Very few people alive today know the exact steps to take, the 
ones that guarantee success in obtaining gold for free or cheap, 
whenever they want.
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I guarantee that those who do know “the ways”, are feeling far 
more secure right now than those who don’t have any gold and 
know what is coming.

It has taken me 5 long decades of practice and experience to learn 
the “little-known ways” that I speak of. It has been a long road 
with many ups and downs. I have documented these years of 
experience with hundreds of photos. If you care to have a look at 
some of them, they are posted in these places…

As you can see in many of my photos, a serious portion of my life 
has been dedicated to finding and acquiring gold. It has been fun 
and interesting road. 

In the past, I have written many articles and books, sharing 
information about finding gold. I have told a number of my 
stories. However, I have never shared the exact, step-by-step 
details of what to do to bring home the gold every single time.

Since time is growing very short, this seems like a good time 
to spill the beans. Over the years, I have developed 9 different 
methods of obtaining gold for pennies on the dollar. At one 
point or another over the years, I have made a full-time living by 
practicing each of these methods. THEY WORK!

http://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/
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Here are my favorite 9 ways that you can use to get 1/4 oz. of gold 
per day, or even more. Be sure to click on each of the links to find 
out more details about each method.

1. How & Where to Buy Cheap Gold – this method involves 
learning how, why & where to buy broken jewelry and 
valuables that people want to liquidate fast.

2. Cash for Crevicing Gold Nuggets – you can learn how & 
where to find gold flakes & nuggets trapped in bedrock 
cracks near the surface.

http://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/
https://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/cheap-gold-2/
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3. Lost & Hidden Gold Recovery Secrets – very few people 
realize how much gold is lost & hidden around the world. 
Much of this treasure is currently lost due to forgetfulness, 
accidents & sudden death.

4. Detect Gold Coins & Jewelry in Virgin, Unique & 
Forgotten Sites – you can discover how to search historical 
newspaper archives & use historical map overlays for 
pinpointing historical virgin ground that is still loaded with 
lost gold coins & jewelry.

http://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/
https://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/lost-and-hidden-gold/
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5. Refine Pure Gold at Home from Junk & Scrap – few people 
know that pure gold can safely be extracted from scrap 
electronics, broken jewelry& other sources using basic 
household chemicals.   

6. Bonanza Profits with Black Sand – some people are getting 
rich from buying “garbage” black sand concentrates from 
gold dredgers and small gold miners. These sands are 
normally thrown away. Few people understand how much 
fine gold these sands contain.

http://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/
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7. Gold Nugget Metal Detecting Mastery – once you know 
how & where to recognize Ancient River Gold Deposits, 
you can quickly scan the most likely places where ancient 
gold nuggets are close enough to the surface to easily be 
recovered using a metal detector. 

8. Harvesting Gold Nuggets with a Dredge – if you enjoy 
working in & around water, you can quickly learn to use 
a small or large gold dredge to vacuum up gold-bearing 
gravels from rivers & river banks.

http://the-wealthy-adventurer.com/
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9. Overlooked Hardrock Gold Specimen Fortunes – with or 
without a metal detector, people are learning how to identify 
valuable gold & mineral specimens that sell for hundreds & 
thousands of dollars in online auctions & public markets.

I have discussed these methods in public before. But I have never 
shared the detailed steps, in order, of exactly what to do.

Since I am a big fan of making checklists for everything, it 
occurred to me that documenting all of the details of my 9 
different methods should naturally be done with a type of 
checklist. So, I invented the Adventure Biz Plan Checklist™ to go 
along with each of my basic training courses.

I have all of my Cheap Gold Getting Courses on sale for a 
special, introductory price of only $9.97. The discount only lasts 
for 2 days from the time you first visit my web pages. Please 
hurry and check out your CHEAP GOLD SOLUTIONS today!
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